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Why Study Outflows at z~1-3? 
Peak Epoch of Star Formation
 Madau & Dickinson 2014
Peak
  
Study outflows at z~1-3 to gain 
insight into feedback processes 
impacting galaxies when they are 
forming most of their stars
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Outflows required to explain 
properties of z~0 galaxy population
Tremonti+ 2004
  
Strong Outflows in Luminous 
AGN at z~1-3
Zakamska+ 16
Harrison+ 12
Brusa+ 15
Harrison+ 12
  
Ubiquitous Outflows in Lyman 
Break Galaxies at z~2
Steidel+10
Also, e.g., Steidel+96,10,14; Franx+97; Pettini+00,01,02; Heckman+03,15; Shapley+03;Martin+05,12; Tremonti+07; Weiner+09; Quider+09,10;
Rubin+10,14; Bordoloi+11; Kacprzak+11; Coil+11; Kulas+11; Law+12b; Kornei+12; Chen+12; Bouché+12,14; Cicone+14; and many others
● 89 LBGs at z = 1.9-2.6 with Hα 
emission and UV absorption line 
measurements
● v = 165 km/s, FWHM = 550 km/s
● Ubiquitous outflows, velocities of 
several hundred km/s
  
Demographics of Ionized Gas 
Outflows at z~0.7-2.7 with KMOS3D
Wisnioski+15, 19
● GTO program, 750 galaxies with rest-frame optical integral field 
spectroscopy from KMOS
● Mass selected, star forming and quiescent galaxies, representative of 
underlying population in main sequence offset, colours and size
  
Highlights: Ionized Gas Outflows at 
z~1-3 with KMOS3D
Genzel+14; Förster Schreiber+14,19
1) Orthogonal Incidence Trends for Star 
Formation and AGN-Driven Outflows
AGN outflows 
prevalent at 
high mass
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2) Outflowing Gas Denser 
Than HII Region Gas
SF-driven outflows
ne (HII)  = 76 cm-3 
ne (SF outflow)  = 380 cm-3 
ne (AGN outflow)  ~ 1000 cm-3 
  
Need to Resolve Outflows on 
~Kiloparsec Scale
Hα broad – Outflow
1” (8kpc)
Hα narrow – Star formation
B
Newman+12a
● Star formation driven outflows launched in the vicinity of 
HII regions 
● Important to investigate relationship outflow properties 
and resolved physical properties, on 1-2 kpc scales
See also Genzel+11, Newman+12b
  
Resolved Properties of Stellar 
Outflows at z~2.3 in SINS/zC-SINF
28 normal star forming galaxies at z = 2-2.6, 
observed with SINFONI+AO to obtain flux and 
kinematic maps at 1-2 kpc resolution 
See also Genzel+11, Newman+12a,b, Tacchella+15a, Tacchella+18, Förster Schreiber+18a
Davies+ 19a
  
Line Profile Shape Driven By Level of 
Star Formation
Prominent broad emission component in spaxels with active star 
formation: suggests that the broad emission component is associated 
with SF-driven outflows.
Davies+ 19a; see also Genzel+11, Newman+12b, Förster Schreiber+18b
  
Line Profile Shape Driven By Level of 
Star Formation
Depth of the local potential may play a secondary role in modulating 
the velocity and/or mass-loading of outflows.
Davies+ 19a; see also Genzel+11, Newman+12b, Förster Schreiber+18b
  
Line Profile Shape Driven By Level of 
Star Formation
Davies+ 18
Davies+ 19a; see also Genzel+11, Newman+12b, Förster Schreiber+18b
Other parameters not correlated with line profile shape
  
Outflow Velocity
Davies+ 19a
Velocity of star 
formation driven 
outflows in KMOS3D 
(galaxy integrated)
→Consistent with ΣSFR-vout scalings reported by e.g. Weiner+09, Martin+12, 
Kornei+12, Heckman+16
  
Energy or Momentum Driven 
Winds?
Measured scaling is between predictions from energy driven and 
momentum driven models. Both mechanisms important?
Davies+ 19a
Velocity of star 
formation driven 
outflows in KMOS3D 
(galaxy integrated)
  
Can Outflowing Material Escape 
the Halos?
Outflow velocity only exceeds escape velocity in highest ΣSFR bin, so 
most material will probably be re-accreted.
Davies+ 19a
Velocity of star 
formation driven 
outflows in KMOS3D 
(galaxy integrated)
vout > vescape
  
Assume ne(broad) =   cm
-3 (based on results from KMOS3D)
Mass loading factor
Davies+ 19a
Mass loading of star 
formation driven 
outflows in KMOS3D 
(galaxy integrated)
380−167
+249
  
● Perform similar investigation at z~0 where S/N 
is higher: physical resolution of SINFONI+AO at 
z~2 and SAMI at z~0 are very similar
● Utilise higher S/N of z~0 data to improve 
constraints on the electron density in outflows 
and if/how it varies as a function of galaxy 
properties
Synergies with Australian 
Facilities
  
● SF outflows most prominent above the main sequence, 
AGN outflows most prominent at high stellar mass
● Outflow components of optical emission lines trace dense, 
shocked clumps of ionized gas entrained in wind fluid
● Low ionized mass loading factors (≤ 0.5) – molecular and/or 
atomic phase dominant?
● Outflow velocity and mass loading factor are positively 
correlated with ΣSFR on scales of 1-2 kpc
● Only material launched from the highest ΣSFR regions can 
escape; the rest will be re-accreted in 1-2 Gyr
● Outflow velocity scales as      → outflows driven by a 
combination of mechanical energy and momentum transport.
Summary
vout∝ΣSFR
0.34±0.10
